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Responding to the Need

- The Bank has an increasing portfolio for housing reconstruction,
- A need exists for improved assessment, better design and more effective delivery of housing following catastrophic disasters.
- To this end, the Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery (GFDRR) is developing a Handbook on Housing Reconstruction Following Disasters.
Identifying the Users

- Users: Bank Staff (primary)

- Others could be [?]:
  - Ministry of Housing or the designated Government body/authority for reconstruction
  - Ministry of Finance
  - NGO’s
Structure and Content

- Practical toolkit-tasks
- Common problems encountered and how to solve them
- Sample bidding documents, RFPs
- Supporting infrastructure
- Institutional structures
Request Feedback on...

- Global good practices in housing reconstruction
- Examples of good dissemination
- Balance between post and pre-disasters
- How to keep content current
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